


SEC Interiors is specialized in interior Fit out and decoration of commercial, residential, 
hospitality and health care projects.

The company size and capacity enable it to complete large-scale interior fit-out projects to 
a very high standard, on budget and on schedule. 
A combination of experienced Architects and Engineers along with skilled labor provides 
you with a real time problem solving and technical solutions that ends up with a well fitted 
interior space. 



incredible
inspiring

imaginary

incomparable
impressive

The Factor

intellectual

instructive
nteriorsintegrated

intelligent

illustrative

Creating an iconic interior is not difficult when you have all the factors of 
success to get an ideal, imaginary and incomparable interior that’s inspired 
from the integration of all involved parties, 
starting from the client’s brief to the designer’s creative and 
illustrative design ending with an instructive and intelligent fit out solutions 
that makes your dreams come true.

They call it Intellectual Professionalism,
We call it .......

Our contribution is not only limited to executing the site works but also 
extending our services to enhance and develop the project’s details and 
finishes to the satisfaction of all stakeholders.



Beauty Salons

Construction Fit Out.

Construction Management.

Services

SECI works hand in hand with reputable Clients, Architects 
and Interior Designers to develop all-encompassing interior 
fit-out solutions for high end projects. 

Value Engineering.

Design Implementation/ Development.

Finishes Solutions.

Furniture Solutions.

Lighting Solutions.

Planning and Scheduling.

Research and Development.

Commercial

Healthcare

Residential

Hospitality

Entertainment

Conferences

Showrooms

Restaurants

Retail Stores

Hospitals

Clinics

Spa & Gym.

Offices

Banks

Malls

Villas

Hotels

Banqueting

Theme Parks

Conference Halls

Towers

Projects Types

The Factor



A state of art design of young Kuwaiti architect who has utilized the usage of unexpected finishes material into a beauty 
salon which was a huge challenge to provide the feminine ambiance in a different prospective.
It was a big challenge to our team delivering the well finished finishes as it was detailed with a great attention to the 
different finishes in both zrelations and termination.

Beautique Salon

Al-Shaab



Beautique Salon
Al-Shaab



A l  H a m r a  T o w e r

Brown 
Tomato 
Restaurant

Simple yet exquisite interior with an incredible wooden ceiling and a fascinating storefront.
It was a great adventure for the site team to achieve the neat, sleek and sharp lines of all 
the interior elements.





Meem Cafe’
Al Hamra Tower

Another locally created concept that visualize the heritage motives and colors into interior finishes and elements used 
to enrich the decoration in a very modern way, starting from wall Graffiti to the wooden ceiling feature.







CRIMSON

Spoons Complex, Mahboula

Garden
Restaurant

Locally created design concept with fascinating Persian patterns, 
with the variety of finishes and colors that create the modern Persian 
ambience with a unique character.







life 
with 
cacao
The Avenues,



life 
with 
cacao

A design concept created with a great combination of motives and patterns.
Along with high end and raw finishes, the interior of the restaurant turns it into a gallery that anyone would love to reserve 
a seat to experience a different style with different taste. 



life 
with 
cacao



Simple yet Elegant, this Japanese modern 
restaurant captures the oriental ambience 
into a minimal interior design by combining 
a steam line of wood screens with concrete 
flooring and enriching the space with the 
unique pendant lights. 

MAKI
R e s t a u r a n t

Salhiya  Complex,  M2







Jassim Tower
Oliver San
Representing all things modern, Oliversan’s decor says it all. From the lush, 
elegant furniture, and the bowler “hat” lighting, to the beautiful marquis chairs.
The fit out process was like a stunning experience creating new featured 
elements such as the bowler hat partitions.





Pizzetta
Spoons

A modern Italian Pizzeria expanding over two levels of dining area with an 
authentic design that attracts the eye due to the neat and sharp lines of 
wooden cladding and ceiling stripes. 

Spoons Complex, Mahboula







Derived from the Rice grain that customized the interior elements to focus on the specialty menu of 
different ways of cooking rice.
It appears in the wall cladding motives along with the custom made chandeliers in addition to the sharp 
and neat finishes reflecting the fusion yet elegant space.

The Avenues

Restaurant





Authentic Arabian atmosphere with an open gallery of 
different finishing materials that enriches the interior 
with a warm and cosy ambience reflected in the custom 
made carpet and the famous legendary Arabic singers’ 
photos combined with Arabic calligraphy. 

SAWAH
T h e  A v e n u e s





SAWAH



A modern look of a Kuwaiti Restaurant that represents 
the simplicity yet elegant and rich place to dine in.
The natural earthy colors emitting a positive energy 
that makes the dinners feel themselves at home. 

AL Sabah Resort & HotelAL RAWSHANA

K u w a i t i  R e s t a u r a n t
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BURGER

Gulf  Road, Opposite Al Seef  Palace





AL Sabah Resort & Hotel

COFFEE SHOP

CHIT 
CHAT 



CHIT 
CHAT 



360 Mall

LE NOTRE



LE NOTRE



The Avenues

LE NOTRE

The famous French Restaurant with its standards 
franchise interior features, colors and luxurious 
finishes that form an elegant French modern
dinning space with a harmonious materials usage.





Al Shaab

Little 
Pizzeria

Pizzeria



Pizzeria



Pizzetta

Attractive combination of design simplicity with elegant look wooden cladding and eye 
catching ceiling feature with a unique table design.

Gulf Road, Opposite Al Seef Palace



Pizzetta



A first class franchise steakhouse that got it all.
The strong color of the ceiling with the cow’s head wallpaper and a 
famous glass strips demonstrating the various meat cuts that attracts 
the customers. 

Al Bidaa

The 

Butcher’s 

Den





A fantastic Lebanese Restaurant with an 
amazing experience of the traditional Arabic 
architectural features such as the Arches and 
wooden ornamental ceiling, with a distinctive 
mother of pearl inserted patterns that show 
the beauty and the elegance of the restaurant.

The Avenues

Villa Fayrouz



BurgerZEE 

Modern and Natural finishes mixtures with a cosy and 
warm atmosphere. 

The Palms Hotel





LINES

Zawya Center, Hawally

H e a d  O f f i c e



LINES



MAMAR
H E A D  O F F I C E

Zawya Center, Hawally



MAMAR



360 M A L L

B AY T 
HANAYEN

Simple and elegant design that shapes the new standards of 
Oriental Abaya display starting from the rich brass cladding to 
the wall patterns that makes everyone excited not only to see 
the Abaya but also to enjoy the decorative space which adds 
to the displayed Abayas more luxury. 





G AT E  M A L L

B AY T 
HANAYEN



B AY T 
HANAYEN

B AY T 
HANAYEN



Al-Hamra Mall

Ha r r y ’s







360 Mall

Ha r r y ’s

The famous shoe store in UK has the first branch in Kuwait with 
its rich classic finishes that embrace the magic of leather and the 
causey ambience.







THE AVENUES

Maria   
    Pino



Maria   
    Pino



Na wa shop

A handful assortment of exceptional mini sweets well-differentiated 
than anything else; All handmade - Regional - Authentic - From the 
land - From the people.That was highly introduced in this magnificent 
store with a rich variety of finishes and a specially made display units 
that embrace the products.

Dasman





Patchi

The Avenues





NAILS
spa

THE AVENUES



NAILS
spa

NAILS
spa



COZMO

With the famous graphics walls of Cozmo and various flooring colors that 
capture the children’s attention along with the fabulous ceiling curves with 
LED lights, our team managed to execute, coordinate and fit the large scale 
rides and games along with arcades games to complete the scene for an 
amazing experience of the children.

SAMA MALL, SULAIBIKHAT

COZMO



COZMO



The Factor


